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The Structure ofKiranti Languages: Comparative Grammar and Texts Karen
H. Ebert. Zurich: ASAS, UniversiUit Zurich, 1994. Pages: 283. ISBN 3-952010-5-2
Karen H. Ebert's grammar on Tibeto-Burman (T-B) Chianti languages
(acronym SKI: CGT), to my knowledge is the first typological (although the
term 'comparative grammar' has not strictly been used in Crystal's (1980: 66
and 362-363) sense grammar of such type on geographically less-accessible
and 'nearly extinct' (Crystal 2000: 20) Kiranti languages (see Appendix A for
their regional distribution) spoken in Eastern hills of Nepal from the Likhu
river in the west plus across the Nepal border to north-east India viz., Sikkim
and Darjeeling. Phylogeneticall/, the generic phyla 'Kiranti' under T-B subfamily, includes not less than thirty-two (cf. Rai 1985, Han~on 1991a, Nishi
1992 and Pokharel1994) scantily described languages. Or most of them are
yet awaiting linguistic description and further documentation in any form of
grammar or dictionary. To some extent, some of these languages have been
investigated only recently after Allen's A Sketch of Thu/ung Grammar (1975)
in the Kiranti linguistic literature.
Ti II the year 1994, all other grammatical descriptions and investigations
were based on separate individual Kiranti languages, e.g. Toba 1984, Rai
1985. van Driem 1987 and 1993b, Michailovsky 1988, Ebert 1997a and Ebert
1997b. Besides these detai led works, there is a great deal of papers on several
grammatical aspects of the Kiranti grammars published since the late 1960s
and onwards. Therefore. I prefer to suggest Ebeq's grammar as the first
typological account on the Kiranti languages because she has included six
Kiranti languages viz.• Khaling, Thulung, Camling [Tsamling], Athpare,
Bantawa and Limbu (Phedappe dialect) for the purpose of describing the
grammatical structures of these languages. A reader trained in linguistics will
be amazed by very much similar and dissimilar grammatical features ofthese
mutually unintelligible languages termed as 'Kiranti.'
The SKL: CGT has been organized in six chapters and two appendixes. In
the first appendix, Appendix A (pp.140-150) verbal paradigms on person and
number affixes, basic tense and negative paradigms only of Athpare and
Bantawa have been outlined .The second appendix, Appendix B (pp.154-280)
has included the texts from these languages and the sources of the texts are
available in all languages except for Limbu. This grammar is the culmination
of her fieldwork study in the eastern hills of Nepal mainly on Camling and
Athpare languages and the rest of the data extracted are mainly from Allen
(1975) for Thulung, Toba (1984) Khaling, Rai (1985) Bantawa and van
Driem (1987) for Limbu. The narrative representation of fifteen myths and
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folktales explicate the Kiranti peoples' culturaL social and political \vorldvic\\'s.
The first chapter. 'Introductory Remarks' (pp.8-I8), begins with a brief
general observ'ation and phonemic inventory of the six represented Kiranti
languages. Some of her general conclusions are:
a. many of these languages are not even known by name to the linguistic
\.. . orld.
b. their phylogeneticI grouping and sub-groupings proposed til! today (cf.
Grierson 1909, Benedict 1972, Shafer 1953, Matisoff 1978. Hanpon
1991a and van Driem1992) arc all rather tentative due to the poor
documentation of most members of the group,
c. most or them are threatened by extinction,
d. are SOV languages with a rather strict order of moditit.:rs bd()re heads.
c. South Eastern (SE) languages are mainly agglutinativt.: and \\ords can
easily be split up into morphs, \vhereas the northern languages ha\t.: morl'
stem variation and portmanteau forms,
f. verb is characterized by a complex system "I person and nLlmher
markers.
g. agreement system is sensitive to the pragmatic constellation and agl'll[patient arc usually marked on the verb.
h. are morphologically ergative, \\'here Camling and Thulung exhihit ~l split
betv.'een speech act participants, whereas in Limbu pronouns and llouns.
l.
gender distinction is marginaL
j.
the coding of space is a fascinating part
k. make little use of converbs and participles in subordination- the nnrthcrn
and \\,'estern languages somewhat more than the southern languages and
Limbu. Hayu. the \vestern-most language, has no converhs, but uses
participles more frequently than Athpare and Camling [Tsamling]. rvlost
subordinate clauses have fully' intlected verbs !()llmved by a case marker
(often without and intervening nominalizer) or some other subordinattlr:
and
1.
make extensive use of compound verbs (pp.8-10).
Apart from these general observations. Ebert has Inade some
generalizations on the phonemic inventory part as well. These languages lack
fricatives except for lsI and Ihi. Voiced stops arc rare phonemes in the SE
languages. Initial Ig, gh, j. jhl are restricted mainly to loan wurds. !leI'
observation is only partially true, which will be explained later. In Limbu
voiced stops are allophones of unvoiced consonants after nasal, glottal stop
and in intervocalic position: the only voiced phoneme in final position bbl
(la:b • la:ha (I.irnbu-Nepali- English Dictionmy (hereafter LNED 2002: 41 ]
and 613» 'moon' \/5. la:p 'wing'). In the northern languages Thulung and
Khaling voiced and voiceless initials are approximately equal in frequency'.
Aspiration is phonemic in all the languages. Although these generalizations
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seem to he simplistic at first sight. her phonemic inventory is in a loss at least
in the case of Camling. Bantawa and Limbu as van Driem (1997: 474) points
out. "Tibeto-Burman comparativists are at a loss to distinguish vvith
confidence hetween loan words, the result or sound laws. and the effect of
analogy". One obvious reason is mainly because there arc no exhaustive
research on the phonetics and phonology of these languages.
Till this date no linguist is contident on the possible total number of
phonemes in any Kiranti language given to him/her whatever literature
available. "The-elephant-and-thc-blind man" principle is at work. Another
reason of this inconsistency or loss is that it is difficult to tind out sufficient
or any written records of these languages. As a result Ebert is also
inconsistent while making the phoneme il1\'entof}' of Camling [Tsamling]. In
this grammar (pp.14), she has listed t\venty-nine consonant phonemes, /p, ph.
b, bh, l, th, d, dh, c, ch, j, jh, k, kh, g, s, h, m, mh, n, h, Q. Qh, w. I, Ih, r. rh, y/
and six vowels la. e, i, 0, u I having (A) as optional. This im'entory is selfcontradicted in her latter grammar of Camling (1997b: 8-10) in which she has
mentioned thirty consonant phonemes out of which four phonemes. e.g. 1/,
[dz], Uk' Idzh]. (p.9) and /gh/ as optional. The numher of optional vowels is
increased up to three, e.g. i'd, A and h/ (p.IO). This inventory has been
challenged with twenty-seven consonant and eight vovvels by B.S.
Yalungcha's Tsamling-A'epali Dictionary
Ebert (p.14) is nearly accurate on listing the phonemes of Bantawa (p.16)
but she has missed out one glottal stop (?) phoneme, which has been listed in
Oik Bantav,'a's (1998) grammar. Bantawa (ibid 2ft) has listed only six
vowels, whereas Ebert has listed seven vowels \vith /A i as optional (p.16).
Similarly the LVF.D (2002) has over-shadO\\cd all other previous availahlc
literature on the Limbu language and linguistics. Ebert's grammar is no such
exception. The LVF.D (p.19) has listed twenty-live consonants out of \\hich
nine are allophones and only sixteen consonants have phonemic status.
whereas Ebert (p.140) has listed eighteen consonants as phonemes. ·l·ht.:
number of vowels is also inconsistent between Ebert (p.16) and the !-.\ED
(p.19). This could have been examined clost.:ly and explained or justified if
she had provided the distrihution of phonemes accounted with considerahle
data. To add one more phonological !Caturc of the Kiranti languages is that
all of them arc not tone-prone.
At the end of this chapter, the author has provided some additional notes
(111 the phonemic transcription of Limbu. Bantawa, Thulung. Khaling <lno
'\epali. She has critically pointed out that although "\'.K. Rai's (1985)
dissertation dirrcrentiates between apico-alv'colar (OtT) and dent~Jl stups (ei/t).
there seem to be no nominal pair (p.I?) of OT in l1anta\\'a. Lhcrt's another
clarification is on the orthography of Roman-Uurkhali 'ch' .unaspirateJ and
'chh' aspirated to the transcrihed as lei and Ich respectively in accordance
with linguistic convention. But ironically her own transcription of [ts::lI11lilJ]
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has been misunderstood as (kremlil)] by her book reviewers (Bhattarai and
Vihwol 1999: 135-137). These transcription notes have justified her
consistent transcription in the grammar in relation to its phonetic literature
available.
In chapter 2, 'The verb' (pp.19-74) focuses on stems and their variation,
transitiveintransitive and causative stems, non/finite forms, person and
number affixes, basic tense, mood, converbs, participles. compound verbs
and so on. Like Nettle's (1999:5) concept of a human linguistic pool, Kiranti
languages are amazingly linked to each other in their linguistic pool. Here is
an example of infinitive marker from the morphology of these languages:
Limbu [Yakthumba] '-rna', Athapare '-rna', Bantawa '-rna', Rodung [Camling]
'-rna', Thulung '-mu', Khaling '-na' (p.SS), Wambule [RaDhu] '-cam', Jerung 'kha' (Rai 2002), and Koits [Sunuwar] '-ca' and Bayung [Bahing] 'co' (my
data). But on the contrary, Rai's (2002) data on Khaling '-ne' contradicts with
that of Ebert. Although Ebert's data is based on secondary source, it seems to
a certain extent that the western linguists also tend to nativise the Kiranti
phonology, as they prefer to call them aliens or exotic or heathen at their own
ease. Another point where she has missed to tap the Camling nativizing
morphemes are: '-muna' and '-ballama' misinterpreted as auxiliary. There is
another dialectal variation '-baJa' of these indivisible nativizing morphemes.
Similarly, chapter 3 explores pronouns, number, gender, numerals,
classifiers, case/direction markers and nominalizing morphemes. All these
languages represented here have first person dual exclusive -inclusive, and
first person plural exclusive -inclusive distinction. All of them have three
(singular, dual, plural) numbers. Possessive prefix for first person singular' -a'
is common for all these languages except for Bantawa '-iU'. Classifiers and
numbers are 'seldom used' (p.79) in those languages. Contrary to Ebert's
claim, some Wentem Kiranti languages like Wambule [RaDhu] and K6its
[Sunuwar] use 'nimpha' as numeral classifier and most of these languages
have numbers for counting in order to meet their communication needs. The
only reason these languages might have used Indo-Aryan Nepali numbers
while communicating because of the country's assimilative sociopoliticohistorical and monolithic language policy adopted for 230 years of
history.
Chapter 4, 'Deixis and location' (pp.90-99) describes the fascinating part
of space coding in Kiranti. They distinguish high, low and level locative in
vertical case. Adverbs are always preceded by deictic plus verticality. At least
three types of vertical verbs are common in Kiranti. But Ebert's data on
Camling (Chamling) and Bantawa for 'up above' contradict to each other with
that of Rai (2002). This contradiction has created confusion for a
comparativistl typologist reader and researcher as well. Her data 'pyupa-mo'
cow-GEN (p.99) and 'gai-wa' cow-ERG (p.IOO) has lost its consistency in
vocabulary use and semantic aspects.

Chapter 5, 'Simple sentences' (pp.1 00-111) and chapter 6, 'Complex
sentences' (p.112-137) are interrelated to each other exploring all possible
syntactic structures in Kiranti. The basic \\"ord order is s(ubject), o(bject) and
v(erb). This order of Kiranti satisfies Greenberg's non-absolute universal 5
and 21 (Song 2001 : 6-7 and Comrie 1981: 19) having postposition and the 'np'
order string as'[OLM+GLNiposs (pronl: +NUM +AD.I/ATTR +poss (prclix) +N'
(p.IIIO).
The Kiranti copula and comparative structures, as case markers in
/\thparc. Camling and Thulung'·lai' (Nep p.81) in chaptcr 3. havc frcely
hornmcd comparative markers in their structure, e.g. 'bhanda' (pp.l06-7
"\·cp.) in Athpare and Bantawa. So docs Camling in its rcportive particle
'raicha' (pp. 191-240 text and wherever text cited). The ergative constructions
c.'\hibit a pattern of split ergativity based on a person hierarchy. As a result,
ergativity is rather superficial trait of Kiranti morphology, Vi here all- third
person or demonstratives are marked but not all first persons.
The complcx scntences in Kiranti are basically of two types on the basis
oj' degree oj' reduction. In the non-finite verh, \vhieh does not carrv finite
tcnse or person markers: subjects arc always deleted (p.112). These ;orts of
clauses are maximally reduced, whereas the minimally' reduced clauses arc
/inite. This trait occurs only in Athpare (ibid). Ebert's generalization of
western and northern languages generally and frequently having non-finite
clauses. <:.g. Ilayu (which is not represented in the grammar) is mentioned
only by way of refercnce without data for evidence. Her hasty claim that
Kiranti has no coordination of sentence (p.12) is partially justifiable. The
origin of subordinators in KirantL are commonly case markers and
intlectional morphemes. In most Kiranti languages, the variational functions
thus di fTer semantically (Matisoff 1978) of these verb inflections, e.g.-'sa' in
Kiranti changes its meaning as a chameleon in pragmatically-oriented use.
As a whole. the SKI.: CGr is magnum opus. The students of T-B
linguistics in general and researches on T-B Kiranti languages in particular
can immensely take advantage of it. Naturally, this is purely a linguistic
description by a professional linguist and has less applicability in pedagogy.
Thus, it is almost not accessible for the general readers. But one can easily
extract material or structures out of this grammar for the purpose of writing a
pedagogical grammar.
The linguistic map (p.9) of the T-B Kiranti languages has provided a fair
idea of geographical location of these languages where spoken. llowever, the
book has no single photographs of informants and has no index in it. If the
author has included index, it would have facilitated reading. So far as the
glossing is concerned, she used the interlinear translation (IT) programme
developed by SIL (1998 version) except for Athpare. Th'is has been done
nicely. While reading and observing the narrative texts, one can actually trace
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the influence of the behaviourist method which had entered linguistics via
Bloomfield's writings itself manifested slogan as, "accept everything a native
speaker says in his language and nothing he says about it" (quoted in
Sampson 1980:64). This influence has possessed confusion and ambiguity' in
Ebert's grammar, e.g., phonemic inventory (pp.13-18), 'bra vs. kwam' (p.85),
'ghum-balam' (p.72) in Camling blocks the phonemic inventory. The

Appendix A:
Ree:ional distribution of Kiranti lanll:uall:es in East Nenal
Wallo Kinnt
Majh Kirant
Pallo Kirant
(Western Kiranti)
(Central Kiranti)
(Eastern Kiranti)
J .Khaling
I. Sangoan.
I. Lohorunp (North)
2. Kulung
2. Dumi
2. Lohoruno (South)

contradiction with Dik Bantawa's (1998:34) 2sG imsa vs. imse 'sleep' (nos. 1Viii) means the data have to be rectified and accept what the native speakers

3. Koi (Koyu)

3. Nachering

say about their language. Another problem in her grammar is the free
intervention of the Nepali loans which these languages have their own nativc

4. Bayung (Bahing)
5. Thulung

vocabulary, e.g. 'sya"I' (Nep. p. 81) and 'ghDr' (p.124). The LNED (2002: 57

6. Knits

and 672) has listed the native vocabulary 'Kidhi:ppa or Kidhiruppa' for
'jackie'. It has posed a serious problem of linguistic identity in Camling as
well as in Athpare also. Ebert's glossing -MAN (p.70) has not been
mentioned in abbreviations. There is one typing error apetivizer* (p.7). Somc
of her sentences, e.g. mi-kota-hilJc 'you havc sccn it' (p.46) is not liTc from
grammatical lapses to which Abbi (1994:77) phrases as 'ungrammatical b.ag'.
Despite such negligible errors of a linguist as non-native speaker. it
suffices to say that Ebert's effort is Herculean. Moreover, it would have been
more Herculian-like if she had added only one or t\\'o languages from Wallo
Kirant 'Hither Kirant' (Grierson 1909: 274 and 316) like that of Michailovky's

7. Lingkhim

4.
5.
6.
7.

8. Havu
9. RaDhu (Wambule)
10. Jerun.
I I. Tilung (Tillin.)
12. Coskule (no data)

8. Walin.
9. Khandun.
]0. Bantawa
II. Puma
12. Chamlin.

'Phonological typology of Nepal languages' (1998) so that a considerable
number of Kiranti languages \vould see the daylight of the western as vvell as
eastern world of linguistics and linguists. The representation of only six out
of not less than thirty-tvvo T-B Kiranti languages is meager if not mean. The
larger representation of the 6 languages v./Ould mean the morc accurat<:
comparison and generalizations. However, Ebert's grammar has its own plaec
in the literature of Kiranti Lillguistics.

Mewahang
Saam/Pongyon.
CukwaiPohin.
Dungmali/

3. YamphulYamphe/
Newahan.
4. Limbu
5. Chathare
6. Ath.are
7. Chhilling/ Chhulung/
Chhitanp
8. Mupali
9. Phanoduwali
10. Lumba-Yakkha
J I. Yakkha
12. Belhare

13. Dorungkeca (not

data)
,.
Cited also In Gurung 2004. 61 trom Gerd Hanpon 1991a)
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